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Is corporate America doing the right thing for America, their shareholders, and everyone 
else? Unfortunately, the answer seems to be no. 

“What we have is a corporatocracy, which is the 
collusion between business and government, 
but where government is subservient to the 
corporations. The corporations are in charge and 
they’re essentially imposing their will on us from the 
top down. They feign support of leftist causes and 
enable leftists to push their cancel culture on the 
rest of us. It really is an evil bargain.”

For your briefing this week we invited Stephen Soukup to share his insights on WOKE 
Capital. Stephen will highlight some of his insights working and research from his new book, 
The Dictatorship of Woke Capital, How Political Correctness Captured Big Business.

         ATTENTION: World capital has changed and it is now a Dictatorship. 

“There is a top-down anti-democratic use of American business by some of the best 
known men and women in American business to change not only the way capitalism 
functions, but also to change the fundamental relationship between the state and its 
citizens. And that’s an enormous deal.”  –Stephen Soukup

Your Mission: To understand the collusion between business and government, and 
how we can return power to the citizen and the shareholders.

“We have always been taught that the owners 
of the corporation are the shareholders. I’m a 
shareholder in a lot of companies. And I’m telling 
you, many companies are not doing what the 
majority of the shareholders want.” –Kevin Freeman

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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Ep. 4-129 (OSINT) Open-Sourced Intelligence Special Report. This report highlights conversation 
in the Economic War Room with Kevin Freeman and Stephen Soukup. Steve Soukup is the Vice 
President and Publisher of The Political Forum, an “independent research provider” that delivers 
research and consulting services to the institutional investment community, with an emphasis on 
economic, social, political, and geopolitical events that are likely to have an impact on the financial 
markets in the United States and abroad. He is also the Director of The Political Forum Institute, 
a non-profit educational organization dedicated to creating and preserving community, primarily 
among those who earn their livings and create wealth for the nation through the capital markets. 
Mr. Soukup has followed politics and federal regulatory policy for the financial community since 
coming to Washington in 1996, when he joined the award-winning Washington-research office 
of Prudential Securities. While at Prudential, he was part of the Washington team that placed 
first in Institutional Investor magazine’s annual analyst survey for eight years in a row. Mr. Soukup 
left Prudential to join Lehman Brothers Washington office in the fall of 2000 and stayed there 
for two years, before leaving early in 2003 to become a partner at The Political Forum. While at 
Lehman, Mr. Soukup authored macro-political commentary and followed policy developments in 
the Natural Resources sector group, focusing on agriculture and energy policy. He also headed 
Lehman’s industry-leading analysis of asbestos litigation reform efforts. At The Political Forum, Mr. 
Soukup is the senior commentator and publisher. He holds a M.A. in American Government and 
Public Administration/Public Policy and a professional certification in policy analysis and program 
evaluation. Steve is also the Fellow in Culture and Economy at the Culture of Life Foundation.

What is WOKE Capital? 

WOKE Capital is capital that has taken a leftist/activist stand. It can be pushed on a 
corporation from within the corporation or from the outside with activist shareholders. 

More Specifically, WOKE influence usually comes from one of three directions:

1. The bottom-up, which is WOKE employees pressuring their companies to take an 
activist stand. 

2. It can come from the top-down, which is the C suite pushing WOKE activism on 
the corporation.

3. It can come from the outside-in. And usually when we talk about actions from the 
outside in, what we’re talking about are non-majority activist shareholders. 

Stephen shares. “The squeaky wheel gets the grease is the old adage, and that applies 
to shareholders as well. The majority of shareholders may disapprove of the use of 
their capital for WOKE purposes, but the activists, the loud ones and some of the more 
prominent ones are the ones who are able to push their agenda.”

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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1.  How we got here?

 » One of the problems we’ve seen is the fact 
that people are no longer direct investors 
in their company. They either go through an 
index fund or a mutual fund of some kind. 

 » BlackRock is one of the largest of these 
third-party managers. When you make 
an investment, you buy into the S&P 500 and you don’t really know that your 
investment is going into Disney, Coca-Cola, or Facebook, or any of the other 
members of the S&P 500. 

A. Three investment funds manage over $20 trillion in passive investments! 

 → Blackrock has in the neighborhood of $9 trillion in assets under management

 → Vanguard has roughly $7 trillion in assets under management, and all of that 
is passive. 

 → State Street has another $5 trillion. 

Over $20 trillion in assets is managed passively by companies that have taken 
an overt public stance, declaring that they wish for sustainability and other social 
goals to be their primary investment directives (even over getting you the best 
returns). 

These companies are taking investor’s money of $20 Trillion and leveraging it to 
advance their political ends using key buzzwords like sustainability

B. What sustainability really means: 
On the surface sustainability sounds great to everyone! But what they mean 
when they say sustainability is climate change. 

They want for companies to have a specific plan for how they’re going to
become carbon neutral, how they’re going to deal with the decarbonization of 
the economy, and how they’re going to help save the world from this scourge 
that they see coming just over the horizon.

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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In reality, we have an ESG agenda that is being forced on America while the rest 
of the global economy is held to different or no standards at all. This forces a 
shift of our economy to other markets.

When Stephen Soukup realized that Wall Street was captured, he started his 
own independent research firm.

“I can’t imagine why our editors in New 
York did not particularly care for us, 
referring to their Banking clients as ‘the 
butchers of Beijing.’ I, for the life of me, 
couldn’t figure out why that bothered 
them. So, we started our own firm, an 
independent research provider, about 
17 years ago, specifically because we 
wanted to be able to be honest with our 
clients and not have to worry about what 
the investment bank would say or about what the bosses in New York 
would want to tell us.” –Stephen Soukup

Lessons in History:

Wall Street shifted to become a leftist/globalist cabal literally controlling the 
American Economy.

“The change came somewhere around the turn of this century; a 
conglomeration of factors sort of hit the street about that time. The social 
investment movement began probably a couple of decades earlier with the 
student response to apartheid in South Africa. The students protested, asked 
their schools to divest from South Africa, and that formed the foundation of 
modern, socially responsible investing, which was actually a wonderful thing 
for the first 20 years or so. It was bipartisan. An endeavor whereby you could 
choose to invest in alignment with your values as an individual investor or as an 
institutional investor. You took the risk of lower return on investment in order 
to have the personal peace of mind, knowing that your investments were in 
alignment with your values. Somewhere around the year 2000, though, the 
U.N. gets very aggressive with climate change. Add to that the democratization 
of the markets throughout the 1990s (in part because of the delayed effect 

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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of 401k’s and in part because of the boom of the 1990s), and you get more 
people involved. And so, I think there are a significant number of factors that 
all sort of merged at the beginning of this century that pushed what was a 
noble and understandable investment tool into something considerably less 
benign.” –Stephen Soukup

2.  Here is what traditional Institutional Investors are thinking as it relates to this trend?

According to Stephen, many are not aware of what is really happening.

 » A lot of them were surprised by it, as a matter of fact, I started in the institutional 
research business in 1996. I started at Prudential Securities in their award-winning 
Washington office. 

 » My boss, the managing director of that office, Mark Melcher, he and I were blown 
out of Prudential in 2000 because the CEO of our parent company was not 
particularly thrilled with what we had written about political corruption, which at 
the time was Bill Clinton. 

 » We spent a couple of years at Lehman and again, we left on our own accord 
because we wanted to write about the issues of corruption in the People’s 
Republic of China (PRC) and Lehman Brothers. Bankers didn’t want us to  
discuss that. 

 » They didn’t want our clients to be informed of what exactly takes place in the PRC.

“I think the worst thing is these WOKE capital 
people talking about ESG and how we’ve got to 
protect the environment. And yet they turn right 
around and invest easily into China without any 
demands on the Chinese government, which is 
committing the worst of human atrocities with the 
Uighur population and human organ trafficking. 

They’re also worst polluters on the planet and 
they have absolutely no corporate governance 
whatsoever other than the control of the Chinese Communist Party. And they proved 
that recently when they yanked an IPO just because the supreme dictator Xi didn’t like 
it. I think that hypocrisy is something people are not really understanding, but it’s really 
deep. And I’m glad that you (Stephen) were jumping on the Chinese Communist Party 
as early as you were.” –Kevin Freeman

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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3. It is time for shareholders to Wake Up:

“I had a conversation with our mutual friend Justin Danhof about what he’s doing and 
how lonely his fight against shareholder activism is. And despite the fact that, I’ve 
worked at the nexus of Washington and Wall Street for almost 25 years, what he told 
me shocked me.”

 » Institutional investors were SHOCKED to learn what is happening with Proxy 
Services.

 » Individual Shareholders and Main Street would be equally shocked to learn how 
their money is (ab)used.

“It occurred to me that not only was it serious, but it was serious and nobody knew 
about it.
 It was something that people weren’t paying any attention to. They were happy to 
use the proxy advisory services and to take their advice without ever thinking about 
the fact that they might be biased in their own right. It’s something that we believed 
that we had to raise awareness about. And that’s what the book Dictatorship of WOKE 
Capital is about.”

 » As money flows into ESG, many do not realize the role the Peoples Republic of 
China plays into this.

 » Several of the big companies that have played into this are Apple Computer and 
Blackrock.

Case Studies: Apple Computer and Blackrock - Stephen shares his insights. 

Apple Computer is not the huge ESG Company they appear to be. 

The largest corporation in the world, the largest corporation in the world has ever 
known, is Apple one of the ESG darlings. It’s an ESG darling for two reasons:

First, APPLE’s SOCIAL JUSTICE WARRIOR POSITIONING. 
Apple’s CEO, Tim Cook is a very aggressive social justice 
warrior in the United States. He discusses social justice. He 
gives his money to social justice. He uses corporate funds 
to support social justice projects. He’s very involved in  
that movement.

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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Second, Apple’s perceived GREEN and SUSTAINABILITY FOCUS. 
Apple is a huge ESG darling because they claim to be green. All of Apple’s corporate 
entities, all of its corporate business, are now officially zero net emissions. So, they’re 
very proud of the fact that they’re the greenest company in the world. 

Take the trip halfway around the world to the People’s Republic of China, and you 
learn a few things.

 » Apple would not be where it is without the aid of the Chinese Communist Party 
and the Chinese Communist Party would not be as solid as it is now without the 
help of Apple. 

 » The two have worked hand in hand over the last two decades to provide what the 
other needed. 

 » The CCP needed good jobs for its large 
and growing single male population. 
Apple provided those jobs. Apple needed 
relatively cheap labor and a place to put 
together all of these phones.

 » China provided that for them. So, over the 
last two decades, Tim Cook has invested 
heavily in China.

 » It is fairly well known and famous based on a couple of incidents over the past 
couple of years. The government in Beijing asked Apple to remove apps that were 
being used by the rebels in Hong Kong from the App Store because they didn’t 
want the rebels to have access to these apps and Apple complied.

 » Additionally, what you find is that Apple’s green status is mostly a fake because 
the overwhelming majority of the energy expended on creating, building, 
transporting and selling Apple products is actually done by their contractors who 
are located in Taiwan and the Peoples Republic of China. They’re in no way, shape, 
or form “green.” 

 » There is a major sort of duality here that is a con, more or less, on the  
ESG investor.

BlackRock pushing sustainability in the US, but not anywhere else. 

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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The other company that comes to mind right away is BlackRock, which is pushing 
sustainability as they invest even in PetroChina.

 » But for most of the last 10 or 15 years, has also been the largest shareholder of 
PetroChina, which is the listed arm of the Chinese National Petroleum Company. 
PetroChina not only is, you know, a petroleum company, but was at one point in 
time the largest corporation in the world with human rights issues.

 » PetroChina and the Chinese National Petroleum Company were providing financial 
assistance to the regime in Sudan that was involved in the modern-day slave 
trade. They were capturing, optioning, and selling black slaves in Khartoum. And 
PetroChina was one of the companies that was sanctioned for supporting the 
regime. 

 » And yet, Larry Fink, who is our moral scold, had his firm as the largest holder of 
Petro China for a long time. 

“WOKE capitalists ignore all sorts of things, they ignore the 
history of the movement that they’re involved in, they ignore 
the history of the companies, and the people they deride. They 
ignore what the virtues of capitalism are. It’s a very closed 
moral mindset and it’s eventually going to cause serious 
problems.” –Stephen Soukup

4.  Remember, you’re the shareholder. You’re the owner. It is time to weaponize your 
investments and vote your rights.

ALERT: What we have is a corporatocracy, which is the collusion between business 
and government, but where government is subservient to the corporations. So, the 
corporations are in charge and they’re essentially imposing their will on us from the 
top down.

“They’re doing it in conjunction with both Washington and Wall Street and the 
Chinese government and the globalists. It seems like it’s a fascist oligarchy 
that’s forming where the companies do the bidding of the government and the 
government does the bidding of the companies and the shareholders and the real 
owners are left out in the cold.” –Kevin Freeman

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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It is the corporate elitist in charge and not the people that actually own the 
corporations.

 » As with the passive asset managers, these are people who are leveraging the 
wealth invested in their companies by average Americans to advance their 
political beliefs.

 » If you have a financial advisor or are a client facing advisor, and you want your 
money to represent your values and not some Wall Street elitist values, then you 
tell your stockbroker, your financial planner to join the NSIC VISION.

 » Nominate your advisor, go to EconomicWarRoom.com/advisor, give us the name 
of the advisor or to sign up yourself as an advisor.

 » We’re trying to gather 10,000 trained advisors representing a trillion dollars of 
capital to make a difference. We need your help!

“Once you are aware of what’s 
happening, you see it everywhere. It’s 
Coca-Cola, it’s or it’s Disney telling 
Jim Henson’s heirs that he and the 
Muppets are problematic despite 
the fact that Jim Henson is the 
man who made Sesame Street run. 
And Sesame Street was specifically 
geared toward early education 
program for minority children. You know, it’s all over. There are things just so much 
more destructive than the Muppets.” –Stephen Soukup

https://www.economicwarroom.com
https://www.EconomicWarRoom.com/advisor
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Why You Should Care

 » Corporate boards have been taken over by a leftist agenda intent on dictating 
what Americans are supposed to want, need, and think. It’s no longer about the 
people. It’s no longer about the shareholder. Both are told to take a back seat to 
the progressive Utopian vision that will tell us all how to live. 

 » Three Funds now manage over $20 Trillion in Passive Investments. 

 » America is under assault from the collusion between business and government, 
where government is subservient to the corporations. So, the corporations are in 
charge and they’re essentially imposing their will on us from the top down.

 » There is a lack of awareness of how your money is being used to further agendas 
that are not aligned with your values.

 » Even Institutional Investors are blindly unaware of the agenda of the companies 
they may be investing in.

 » While the majority of shareholders may disapprove of the use of their capital for 
WOKE purposes, it is the activists, the loud ones and some of the more prominent 
ones who are able to push their agenda. The progressive left has led this charge. 
We must get involved now!

 » Main Street America can fight back if they vote their proxies and put pressure on 
the corporate boards where they invest. It is not time to boycott as much as it is 
to engage your votes pressuring corporate boards.

 » Coca Cola just had classes with racist comments against white people being too 
white? They stopped this once it was picked up in the media.

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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Action Steps for Your Consideration:

1. To learn more, get Stephen Soukup’s book, 
The Dictatorship of Woke Capital, How 
Political Correctness Captured Big Business

2.  You and your financial advisor can be part of 
a movement that is working to save America 
through investments in Liberty, Security 
and Values. If you would like for your advisor 
to know about this and the other topics we 
cover, please send us her or his name and 
contact information. You can do that at EconomicWarRoom.com/advisor.

 
Those who are part of the team focused on investment of Liberty, Security and 
Values, (LSV) investments will be eligible to apply to join with other trained advisors 
in the NSIC Institute. (NSIC stands for National Security Investment Consultant.)

 » This is a powerful group intended to be the cutting edge of financial advice. 

 » In the Institute, your financial advisor will have the opportunity to meet with 
and interact with the top people in National Security, Economics, and even 
cryptocurrencies.

 » Our intention is to collectively promote Liberty, Security, and the Values that 
make America great.

 » These advisors will be prepared to help you “weaponize your money” by growing it 
and using it to promote and defend the values you hold dear.

3.  Also, if you have not already done so, please consider the following:

Be sure to sign up to have insider access to our free Economic Battle Plans™ at 
www.EconomicWarRoom.com

 » If you are following Economic War Room® you will be on the leading edge as it 
relates to global threats, geopolitical analysis, and how you can weaponize  
your money to strengthen America. Your money, livelihood and way of life are  
at risk and these tools are designed to mobilize America to protect their 
economic liberty.

https://www.economicwarroom.com
https://www.economicwarroom.com/advisor
https://www.nsic.org
https://www.EconomicWarRoom.com/batleplans
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In the Economic War Room®, we encourage Americans to be the “small ships that make the 
difference.” You cannot solely rely on the government or the president to solve America’s 
problems. You have to make a difference. It is up to you to help take our country back and create 
a voice for economic liberty. [The small ships are based on Churchill’s Operation Dynamo that 
rescued the British Expeditionary Forces in the Miracle of Dunkirk.

We need more Economic Patriots on the team! Consider what you can do now to help 
strengthen America or even help someone in need. Keep in touch with your congressional 
representatives. Choose from the list or set your own goals: 

√	 Get others to sign up on our website (https://www.economicwarroom.com) and 
review our free weekly Economic Battle Plans.TM Each of these will address critical 
solutions to the threats highlighted in this briefing.  

√	 At our Economic War Room® website, sign up to TheBlaze for our complete weekly 
shows. Please use our code (ECON) from that link for a discount and FREE trial.

√	  Follow, like, comment, and share on FB and Twitter. Look for short video segments 
on FB and Rumble. and make sure. We recognize these tools may be compromised 
at times, but if they are not filtered, they are the major platforms available to reach 
out to the public. [Know that alternatives to the social platforms listed above are under 
EWR consideration.] 

√	 Check out XOTV (https://xotv.me/channels/233-economic-war-room), a new free 
speech video platform that Economic War Room is proud to partner with. Access is 
FREE but consider making a donation to EWR on that website to help with Economic 
War Room’s research and production costs. 

√	 You are welcome to share this battle plan and our short video segments with friends 
on FB or YouTube. We set up the Economic War Room® to be your resource for 
information, preparation, and mobilization.

√	 Do this now! Have a financial action plan based on multiple geopolitical scenarios 
developed now. Advanced preparation is key. Trying to figure what to do when an 
economic event happens is usually too late. 

https://www.economicwarroom.com
https://www.economicwarroom.com
https://www.economicwarroom.com/battleplans
https://economicwarroom.com
https://xotv.me/channels/233-economic-war-room
https://facebook.com/economicwarroom
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfsphUgquqFcp7D_NDe6J_A
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Shareable Quote: 

“American Big Business, in particular – remained 
the last redoubt for those who believed in free 

people, free markets, and the criticality of 
private property. Over the past two decades, 

however, that has changed, and the Left 
has taken its long march to the last 
remaining non-leftist institution.”

–Excerpt from The Dictatorship of Woke Capital, 
How Political Correctness Captured Big Business 

by Stephen Soukup

*DISCLAIMER: The Economic War Room® and its affiliates do not provide investment advice. In cases where guests or others may 
discuss investment ideas, these should not be viewed or construed as advice. The sole purpose is education and information. And, 
viewers should realize that in any case past performance is not indicative of future results. Neither Kevin Freeman, his guests or 
EWR-Media Holdings, LLC suggests, offers, or guarantees any specific outcome or profit. You should be aware of the real risk of loss 
in following any strategy or investment even if discussed on the show or any show-affiliated materials or websites. This material does 
not take into account your particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs and is not intended as recommendations 
appropriate for you. You must make independent decisions regarding information, investments, or strategies mentioned on this 
website or on the show. Before acting on information on economicwarroom.com website or on the show, or any related materials, you 
should consider whether it is suitable for your particular circumstances and strongly consider seeking advice from your own financial or 
investment advisor.

https://www.economicwarroom.com
http://economicwarroom.com
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The EWR Collection Deck – From Kevin Freeman
(List of resources and external links for more information)

Quick Access Links

About Stephen Soukup
About Woke Capital, the Book
About Woke Capital, the Nightmare
Woke Hypocrisy
About the NSIC and the Need for Patriotic Investors

[ ] - Must Read/Watch

Where to Access Economic War Room

On BlazeTV https://get.blazetv.com/economic-war-room/

Our Website https://www.economicwarroom.com/

Our Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/economicwarroom/

Our Twitter page https://twitter.com/economicwarroom

Our YouTube page https://www.youtube.com/economicwarroomwithkevinfreeman

Our Rumble page https://rumble.com/c/c-408647

Our Parler page https://parler.com/profile/EconomicWarRoom/posts

Our XOTV Channel https://xotv.me/channels/233-economic-war-room
Link to all Economic Battle Plans™ https://www.economicwarroom.com/battle Plans™

Episodes and Economic Battle Plans™ from Prior Shows with Application to this Topic
[ ] 02/11/21, EP125, Things Have Changed, Download Economic Battle Plan™

[ ] 02/04/21, EP124, The Inflation Threat to Your Finances, Download Economic Battle Plan™

[ ] 10/29/20, EP111, Playing for Keeps, Download Economic Battle Plan™

[ ] 10/08/20, EP108, Investor Values Poll, John McLaughlin, Download Economic Battle Plan™

[ ] 08/27/20, EP102, The Proxy Voting Weapon, Justin Danhof, Download Economic Battle Plan™

[ ] 08/20/20, EP101, End of Shareholder Capitalism, Download Economic Battle Plan™

[ ] 08/13/20, EP100, Patriotic Investing, Gen. Steven Kwast, Download Economic Battle Plan™

[ ] 08/06/20, EP99, Follow the Money - BLM, Download Economic Battle Plan™

[ ] 04/23/20, EP84 Solutions to the China Threat, General Steven Kwast, Download Economic Battle Plan™

https://www.economicwarroom.com
https://parler.com/profile/EconomicWarRoom/posts
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1613059018/ep125_Economic_Battle_Plan%25E2%2584%25A2_Things_Have_Changed.pdf?1613059018
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1612439543/ep124_Economic_Battle_Plan%25E2%2584%25A2_Inflation.pdf?1612439543
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1603728857/ep111_Economic_Battle_Plan%25E2%2584%25A2_Playing_For_Keeps.pdf?1603728857
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1601992402/ep108_Economic_Battle_Plan%25E2%2584%25A2_John_McLaughlin.pdf?1601992402
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1598385469/ep102_Economic_Battle_Plan%25E2%2584%25A2_Proxy_Voting_Justin_Danhof.pdf?1598385469
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1597799841/ep101_Economic_Battle_Plan%25E2%2584%25A2_Shareholder_Capitalism.pdf?1597799841
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1597161070/ep100_Economic_Battle_Plan%25E2%2584%25A2_Gen_Kwast.pdf?1597161070
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1596398473/ep99_Economic_Battle_Plan%25E2%2584%25A2_Scott_Walter_BLM.pdf?1596398473
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1587475362/ep84_Economic_Battle_Plan%25E2%2584%25A2_Steven_Kwast_Threats.pdf?1587475362
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[ ] 03/26/20, EP80 The $40 Trillion Monster - ESG, Download Economic Battle Plan™

[ ] 01/30/20, EP71 Moral Democratic Capitalism - Frank Holmes, Download Economic Battle Plan™

[ ] 01/16/20, EP69 Investing in Our Adversary - Roger Robinson, Download Economic Battle Plan™

About Stephen Soukup

[ ] Stephen Soukup, Author at the Federalist https://thefederalist.com/author/ssoukup/ 

[ ] Stephen Soukup, Fellow in Culture and Economy https://cultureoflife.org/byline/steve-soukup/ 

Stephen Soukup, Biography and TownHall Articles https://townhall.com/columnists/stevesoukup/

Prudential Securities’ Melcher Breaks The Code On The Long-Term Market Implications of PetroChina 
Controversy
https://www.centerforsecuritypolicy.org/2000/03/30/prudential-securities-melcher-breaks-the-code-on-
the-long-term-market-implications-of-petrochina-controversy-2/ 
 
[ ] Bomb Thrower https://www.barrons.com/articles/SB993861474389449380 
 
How lefty corporate titans have declared war on the will of the American people
https://nypost.com/2021/02/06/lefty-corporate-titans-have-declared-war-on-the-will-of-americans/

About Woke Capital, the Book

[ ] The Dictatorship of Woke Capital: How Political Correctness Captured Big Business
https://www.amazon.com/Dictatorship-Woke-Capital-Political-Correctness/dp/1641771429/ 

The Dictatorship of Woke Capital Book Forum featuring author Steve Soukup and Richard Morrison
https://cei.org/event/the-dictatorship-of-woke-capital-book-forum-featuring-author-steve-soukup-and-
richard-morrison/

[ ] Standing Up to Woke Capital
https://capitalresearch.org/article/influencewatch-159-standing-up-to-woke-capital/ 

Success made to Last Interview
https://www.spreaker.com/user/www.transformedtraveler.com/smtl-stephensoukup

[ ] Frank Gaffney and Stephen Soukup
https://www.centerforsecuritypolicy.org/2021/03/02/woke-capitalism-an-anti-democratic-movement-to-
fundamentally-change-the-relationship-between-the-state-and-its-citizens/
CEI Book Forum Interview  https://youtu.be/QV5aSvnGmLU

[ ] Philanthropy in The Dictatorship of Woke Capital
https://www.philanthropydaily.com/philanthropy-in-the-dictatorship-of-woke-capital/

https://www.economicwarroom.com
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1585072633/ep80_Economic_Battle_Plan%25E2%2584%25A2_ESG_Bubble.pdf?1585072633
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1580405728/ep71_Economic_Battle_Plan%25E2%2584%25A2_Moral_Democratic_Capitalism.pdf?1580405728
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1580405728/ep71_Economic_Battle_Plan%25E2%2584%25A2_Moral_Democratic_Capitalism.pdf?1580405728
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1579043616/ep69_Economic_Battle_Plan%25E2%2584%25A2_Roger_Robinson.pdf?1579043616
https://thefederalist.com/author/ssoukup/
https://cultureoflife.org/byline/steve-soukup/
https://townhall.com/columnists/stevesoukup/
https://www.centerforsecuritypolicy.org/2000/03/30/prudential-securities-melcher-breaks-the-code-on-the-long-term-market-implications-of-petrochina-controversy-2/
https://www.centerforsecuritypolicy.org/2000/03/30/prudential-securities-melcher-breaks-the-code-on-the-long-term-market-implications-of-petrochina-controversy-2/
https://www.barrons.com/articles/SB993861474389449380
https://nypost.com/2021/02/06/lefty-corporate-titans-have-declared-war-on-the-will-of-americans/
https://www.amazon.com/Dictatorship-Woke-Capital-Political-Correctness/dp/1641771429/
https://cei.org/event/the-dictatorship-of-woke-capital-book-forum-featuring-author-steve-soukup-and-richard-morrison/
https://cei.org/event/the-dictatorship-of-woke-capital-book-forum-featuring-author-steve-soukup-and-richard-morrison/
https://capitalresearch.org/article/influencewatch-159-standing-up-to-woke-capital/
https://www.spreaker.com/user/www.transformedtraveler.com/smtl-stephensoukup
https://www.centerforsecuritypolicy.org/2021/03/02/woke-capitalism-an-anti-democratic-movement-to-fundamentally-change-the-relationship-between-the-state-and-its-citizens/
https://www.centerforsecuritypolicy.org/2021/03/02/woke-capitalism-an-anti-democratic-movement-to-fundamentally-change-the-relationship-between-the-state-and-its-citizens/
https://youtu.be/QV5aSvnGmLU
https://www.philanthropydaily.com/philanthropy-in-the-dictatorship-of-woke-capital/
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The Uses and Abuses of ‘Capitalism’
https://www.wsj.com/articles/politics-foretelling-the-end-of-capitalism-review-11614379876

[ ] Untangling Corporate Wokeism
https://nationalcenter.org/ncppr/2021/02/02/untangling-corporate-wokeism/

How Wokeness Captured Big Business
https://www.realclearbooks.com/articles/2021/02/23/how_wokeness_captured_big_business_661499.html 

[ ] Corporate Management is Turning to Wokeism, Stephen Soukup Tells Newsmax
https://nationalcenter.org/ncppr/2021/01/24/corporate-management-is-turning-to-wokeism-stephen-
soukup-tells-newsmax/

About Woke Capital, the Nightmare

[ ] Poll: 2/3 of Americans Think Corporations Are Taking Political Wokeness Too Far
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/juliorosas/2021/03/08/poll-23-of-americans-think-corporations-are-
taking-political-wokeness-too-far-n2585891 

[ ] Leaked Docs Show how Insane Woke Corporations have Become
https://americanupdate.com/politics-and-culture/leaked-docs-show-how-insane-woke-corporations-
have-become/

[ ] Coke Goes Woke and Broke
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2021/03/coke-goes-woke-and-broke-daniel-greenfield/ 

Cancelling Dr. Seuss  https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-next-cancellation-target-dr-seuss-11614623372

Mr. Potato Head is no longer a ‘mister’ after Hasbro retools toy to be gender neutral
https://www.theblaze.com/news/mr-potato-head-no-longer-a-mister

[ ] Pardon My Whiteness
https://townhall.com/columnists/jeffdavidson/2021/02/26/pardon-my-whiteness-n2585383

Mr. Potato Head Goes Gender Neutral
https://www.bloombergquint.com/business/mr-potato-head-goes-gender-neutral-with-retooling-by-
hasbro

[ ] Oreo Now Woke https://twitter.com/Oreo/status/1365038991469281280

California Ends Gender Aisles When Shopping
https://reason.com/2021/02/23/california-bill-would-give-1000-fines-to-retailers-with-separate-girls-and-
boys-toy-sections

Plans to Cancel Monopoly as Racist
https://www.dailywire.com/news/a-world-of-ubiquitous-racism-new-attack-on-game-of-monopoly

Cancelling Kermit
https://www.dailywire.com/news/kermit-canceled-disney-slaps-offensive-content-label-on-the-muppet-show

https://www.economicwarroom.com
https://www.wsj.com/articles/politics-foretelling-the-end-of-capitalism-review-11614379876
https://nationalcenter.org/ncppr/2021/02/02/untangling-corporate-wokeism/
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-next-cancellation-target-dr-seuss-11614623372
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https://twitter.com/Oreo/status/1365038991469281280
https://reason.com/2021/02/23/california-bill-would-give-1000-fines-to-retailers-with-separate-girls-and-boys-toy-sections
https://reason.com/2021/02/23/california-bill-would-give-1000-fines-to-retailers-with-separate-girls-and-boys-toy-sections
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https://www.dailywire.com/news/kermit-canceled-disney-slaps-offensive-content-label-on-the-muppet-show
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Woke Capital’s Political Warning - WSJ
https://www.wsj.com/articles/woke-capitals-political-warning-11612568436 

[ ] Coca Cola Confirms Training Employees To “Try To Be Less White”
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/coca-cola-confirms-training-employees-try-be-less-white

Woke Hypocrisy

[ ] Ten Questions About China For Blackrock CEO Larry Fink
https://nationalcenter.org/ncppr/2020/05/19/ten-questions-about-china-for-blackrock-ceo-larry-fink/

[ ] BlackRock CEO Says China Remains a Big Opportunity for Firm
https://www.yicaiglobal.com/news/blackrock-ceo-says-china-remains-a-big-opportunity-for-firm 

Video: 83 Global Brands Tied to Forced Labor in China—Benedict Rogers
https://www.theepochtimes.com/video-83-global-brands-tied-to-forced-labor-in-china-benedict-
rogers_3656081.html

Comparison with Australia shows jaw-dropping scale of China’s pollution
https://www.wnd.com/2021/03/comparison-australia-shows-jaw-dropping-scale-chinas-pollution/

[ ] Chinese Regime Oversaw ‘Unprecedented’ Efforts to Crush Human Rights in 2020, US Commission Says 
https://www.theepochtimes.com/chinese-regime-oversaw-unprecedented-efforts-to-crush- human-
rights-in-2020-us-commission-says_3656699.html   

Leaked Report Reveals ‘Systematic Malpractice’ in China’s Organ Transplant System: Expert
https://theepochtimes.com/leaked-report-reveals-systematic-malpractice-in-chinas-organ-transplant-
system-expert_3615014.html

[ ] Acting DHS Secretary: Struggle With China ‘Nothing Short of a Civilizational Conflict’
https://www.theepochtimes.com/acting-dhs-secretary-struggle-with-china-nothing-short-of-a-
civilizational-conflict_3629172.html 

Is Apple Really as Green as it Seems?  https://stonesoup.com/post/is-apple-really-as-green-as-it-seems/

[ ] Tim Cook and Apple Bet Everything on China
https://www.wsj.com/articles/tim-cook-and-apple-bet-everything-on-china-then-coronavirus-
hit-11583172087

What price privacy when Apple gets into bed with China?
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/mar/04/apple-users-icloud-services-personal-data-
china-cybersecurity-law-privacy

Apple can’t break up with China, Wall Street Journal report argues
https://arstechnica.com/gadgets/2020/03/report-offers-a-closer-look-at-apples-relationship-with-china-
during-a-crisis/

China Needs Apple in Its Trade War With the U.S.
https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2019-09-09/china-needs-apple-in-its-trade-war-with-the-u-s

https://www.economicwarroom.com
https://www.wsj.com/articles/woke-capitals-political-warning-11612568436
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/coca-cola-confirms-training-employees-try-be-less-white
https://nationalcenter.org/ncppr/2020/05/19/ten-questions-about-china-for-blackrock-ceo-larry-fink/
https://www.yicaiglobal.com/news/blackrock-ceo-says-china-remains-a-big-opportunity-for-firm
https://www.theepochtimes.com/video-83-global-brands-tied-to-forced-labor-in-china-benedict-rogers_3656081.html
https://www.theepochtimes.com/video-83-global-brands-tied-to-forced-labor-in-china-benedict-rogers_3656081.html
https://www.wnd.com/2021/03/comparison-australia-shows-jaw-dropping-scale-chinas-pollution/
https://www.theepochtimes.com/chinese-regime-oversaw-unprecedented-efforts-to-crush-
https://theepochtimes.com/leaked-report-reveals-systematic-malpractice-in-chinas-organ-transplant-system-expert_3615014.html
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https://www.theepochtimes.com/acting-dhs-secretary-struggle-with-china-nothing-short-of-a-civilizational-conflict_3629172.html
https://www.theepochtimes.com/acting-dhs-secretary-struggle-with-china-nothing-short-of-a-civilizational-conflict_3629172.html
https://stonesoup.com/post/is-apple-really-as-green-as-it-seems/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/tim-cook-and-apple-bet-everything-on-china-then-coronavirus-hit-11583172087
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https://arstechnica.com/gadgets/2020/03/report-offers-a-closer-look-at-apples-relationship-with-china-during-a-crisis/
https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2019-09-09/china-needs-apple-in-its-trade-war-with-the-u-s
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[ ] How Ethical Is Nike? https://goodonyou.eco/how-ethical-is-nike/

America at Large: Nike must wake up to human rights
https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/other-sports/america-at-large-nike-must-wake-up-to-human-
rights-1.4431905 

Biden’s horrific excuses for Beijing’s Uighur genocide
https://nypost.com/2021/02/20/president-bidens-horrific-excuses-for-beijings-uighur-genocide/ 

[ ] Joe Biden DEFENDS China on human rights record and accusations of genocide and torture, citing 
‘cultural differences’
https://www.irishpost.com/news/joe-biden-defends-china-on-human-rights-record-and-accusations-of-
genocide-and-torture-citing-cultural-differences-204074 

About the NSIC and the Need for Patriotic Investors

[ ] Nominate Your Financial Advisor  https://www.economicwarroom.com/advisor 

[ ] National Security Investment Consultant Institute   https://www.nsic.org/ 

Pentagon Wary Of Adversaries Buying Defense Firms Amid Economic Crisis
https://breakingdefense.com/2020/04/pentagon-wary-of-adversaries-buying-defense-firms-amid-
economic-crisis/

[ ] Ellen Lord Warns of Economic Warfare During Pandemic
https://www.afcea.org/content/ellen-lord-warns-economic-warfare-during-pandemic

Pentagon ‘Matchmakers’ aim to keep US small tech firms from taking Chinese $
https://www.defenseone.com/technology/2019/05/pentagon-matchmakers-aim-keep-tech-firms-taking-
chinese-money/156944/

Pentagon seeking patriotic investors to fund American small drones
https://www.cnn.com/2019/08/26/politics/pentagon-american-drones-investors/index.html 

To counter China, Pentagon wants to create patriotic investors
https://www.defensenews.com/pentagon/2019/05/10/to-counter-china-pentagon-wants-to-create-
patriotic-investors/

[ ] Financial Enemies Fighting for America’s Economic Collapse https://www.nsic.org/cbn012315.html 
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